


'Welcome ro the one-hundred and fourteenth season of the Princeton University Orchestra. Things
have evolved considerably since 1896 when an orchestra that was called the Princeton University
Orchestra played a benelit concert in Alexander Hall that was 'Hevoted to [raising] the funds for
the establishment of a School of Music for the study of Musical Composition, Theory, and History
at Princeton University." Those musicians were actually professionals from what became the New

York Philharmonic. The historic record does not show at what point student musicians first banded

together for their own orchestra.

But band together they clearly did, and still do. Now, under the auspices of the Department of
Music (that 1896 concert must have got something going!) the PUO will play fourteen concerts

this year in Princeton and Great Britain. This is an extraordinarily active schedule for a group that
is all-volunreer. No one on the stage is getting academic credit for what you'Il hear Saturday and

Sunday-their only compensation is their love for the music, for piaying it with each other, and for

performing it for an audience.

Our currenr program combines British and American masterworks, and indeed we will take this

program on our January tour of the U.K. Britten's vivid seascapes from Peter Grimes stand, for me,

alongside Debussy's La Mer as the one of the supreme musical evocations of the natural world.

Barber's concerto is one of the most lyrical concerted works for any instrument, and it is such a

pleasure to play it with Anna Lim (who will be performing on this concert with many of her own

students in the violin section). Copland's early ballet remains the iconic American work-- surely

one of the most copied compositions ever! The last time PUO performed it here was in October

2001, just five weeks a{rcr that terrible September day. All who were present at those performances

can atresr to rhe healing power of the great Shaker tune Sirnple Grftt. (Does anything do that quite

like music?) For me, this music will always be wrapped up in those emotions. For these concerts we

have incorporated about fifteen minutes of music that Copland excised for the orchestra version.

This secrion occurs in the variations of Simple Gifts and brings a darkness to the piece that makes

the final sunburst and closing prayer all the more powerful.

I hope you enjoy the performance, and I hope we will see you at future concerts.

- 
Michael Pratt
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Notes on the Program

4 Sea Interludes from Peter Cgrimes Op. 33a, L945
Benjamin Britten ( I9I3-L976)

These four short pieces come from Benjamin Britten's fi.rst major opera, Peter

Gnmes. Premiered in 1945, the opera marks Britten's fi,rst attempts to reconnect
with the British national identity that he had previously scomed. He and his
pafiner Pears, left England at the outbreak of \7\711, in order to lead their pacifist
and homosexual lifestyle in America, a country they imagined would give them
more personal liberties. Claire Seymour, in her monograph on Benjamin Britten's
operas, recounts the genesis of the opera project. \il/hile living in San Francisco in
Muy of 1941, Britten and Pears supposedly read an article by E.M. Forster published
tn The Listener. In this article, Forster, the preeminent British novelist, wrote that
George Crabbe represents England's literary spirit. Inspired, the two bought a copy

of Crabbe's The Borough, (wrirten 1804-5, published 1810) and focused on the
poem "Peter Grimes." This poem recounts the life of a man considered immoral,
whose laziness leads him to take on young boys as servants and watch as they
work themselves to death. The corrupt and morally righteous Borough evenrually
convicts Grimes, and mercy has no intervention. As Seymour identifi.es, Britten
and Pears creatively took issue with this rigid society and converted Grimes into
an ambiguous character, caught bemeen his own lethargy and the community's
judgment.

Although Pears has once stated that Peter Grimes is neither a villain nor a hero, this
does not indicate that Britten's opera is devoid of dramatic content. The emotional
weight of the story comes from Britten's engagement with his subject. In the 4
Sea Interludes, the natural world, not the Borough plays the leading dramatic role.

He clung affrighten'd to his master's kneet
The boat grew leaky and the wind was strong,
Rough was the passage and the time was long;
His liquor fail'd, and Perer's wrath arose, -

No more is known - the rest we must suppose,
Or learn of Peter: - Peter says, he "spied
The stripling's danger and for harbour tried;
Meantime the fish, and then rh' apprentice died."

- George Crabbe, from "Peter Grimes," in The Borough

"Dawn" opens with an eerie, high, static, and still, sound that ascends a nearly
impossible distance before a stabilizrng descent. As the inrerlude conrinues, rhe
sonority gradually enriches, as the sfting section plays a busy interjecrion and then
the homs play a chorale. W'hen the opening theme returns at the end of "Dawn,"
it sounds even more like an ancient instrument than before. The last interlude,
"Storm," is aggressive and leaves the listener no ambiguity about its power. At a

moment, the storm seems to pass, and the woodwinds and strings dialogue in bright
themes, signaled by u beautifully lush, almost impressionistic, orchesrra, including
a harp. At the piece's conclusion, which must portend the fate awairing Grimes
upon his retum from sea, a downward spiral in the sffing section moves towards the
bombastic and conclusive punctuation marks, emphatically asserted by rhe brass,
that seal Grimes' fate.

- 
M"gan Conlon, Graduate Studenr in Musicology

These scenes narrate the part of the story in which Grime's third boy-servant, a

speechless young apprentice, dies during a violent storm at sea:

And on the river, where they smoothly sail'd,
He strove with teffor and awhile prevail'd;
But new to danger on the angry sea,



Samuel Barber composed this concerto during the most politically tumultuous
moment of the twentieth century directly before the outbreak of the Second World
War. While living and working in Europe, Barber received a $1,000 commission ro
write a violin concerto for his friend Iso Briselli, a Russian-bom musician who had
studied with Barber at the Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia. Before Barber
could complete the three movements he envisioned, though, war broke out in
Europe. He traveled back to America where he completed the third movement at a
mountain retreat in the Poconos. Perhaps due to this instability, the character of the
third movement contrasts significantly with the first two movements. According to
historian Barbara Heyman, Barber feared the critical reception of this piece and
asked many people to leam and critique it before he would release it to the public.
Eventually, the concerto premiered in Philadelphia on February 7, I94l and in
New York one week later. Given the charged political atmosphere at the time of
the premiere, it comes as little surprise that the American press reviewed Barber's

work enthusiastically, unfailingly mentioning the work's charm and lyricism.

Although the piece conveys a more abstract narrative than the other two works
on tonight's program, which each have prominent extra-musical subjects, the
violin's lines express tortured and real emotion from beginning to end. At the start
of the first movement, the violin immediately begins its solo material, foregoing
the traditional orchestral introduction characteristic of most concertos. In this
piece, the violin's lines do not contain technically demanding material of the kind
violinists seek in a showpiece. Instead, the violin solo material reaches toward a

limit of expressivity by climbing into the highest register, exposing complex tone
qualities, and exploiting the idiosyncrasies of the instrument. Various moments
in the piece could be called "stormy," such as the entrance of the full orchesffa
approximately two-thirds of the way through the first movement. This stormy
theme intrudes at the end of the string section's triumphant melody, as if to suggest

nature's unpredictability and its abihty to vanquish at the most unexpected time.
Other than "stormy" and "triumphant," another one of the piece's intrinsic qualities
is "confidence." The principal countermelody in the first movement, first played by

Violin Concerto, Op. 14, 1939
Samuel Barber ( t9t0.1981 )

the clarinet, with dotted rhythms and an ascending line, conveys a sense of rekking
or exploration, in the confidence that the destination will be worth the joumey. As
the movement develops, this confident and jaunty countermelody becomes less and
less certain. The violin's final "cadenza" of the first movement exposes not technical
ability but rather the extreme emotional searching in this piece. A sorrowful and
mouming sound characterizes this statement rather than assurance. After the long
first movement, the second and third movements seem very short, indeed, but they
do balance the work, making it an example of the well-crafted style for which we
celebrate Barber For example, the second movement begins with an extended
oboe solo, which pum the long solo violin passages from the first movement into a
sort of tone color relief. Furthermore, the third movement, which comprises a very
demanding level of skill, contrasts and levels the emotional profundity and stasis of
the first movement. In all, critics often consider Barber a traditionalist because he
refused the dissonant and twelve-tone compositional methods and favored instead
a diatonic tonal language. Yet in the Violin Concerto, his raw emotion and abstract
purity represent the American school, and his careful construction, lush harmonies,
and beautiful melodies help audiences identifu with his work.

- 
M"gan Conlon, Graduate Student in Musicology



Originally conceived as a ballet, Appalnchian Spnng represents an important shift
in Copland's compositional sryle. After studying music with Nadia Boulanger in
Paris in the 1920s, Aaron Copland saw himself as the future of what was to be the
American school. Inspired by Europe's intellectual and artistic fortitude, Copland
envisaged an America that contributed to the Western culrural establishment at
large. He returned from his studies and began composing works in a dissonant,
twelve-tone idiom for a cultured elite. Yet by the 1940s, Copland's experiences
writing incidental music for films led him to appreciate the wider audience he could
reach by simplifying his music and searchin g for a more uniquely American syle.
This ballet embodies Copland's ideal of an American idiom perhaps more clearly
than any of his works, and for this reason it won favorable critical attention and
eamed the Pulitzer Prrze for Music in 1945.

Appalachian Spnng invokes a Pennsylvanian religious community that prizes the
virtues of piety, austerity, and independence. Commissioned by the Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge Foundation for Martha Graham, the work figures prominently in
a pro-American movement that saw many choreographers expressing an American
identity through dance. Graham, familiar with Copland, had already danced to his
Piano Variations, in the 1932 dance piece "Dithyrambic." In Appalnchian Spnng,

the characters-Bride, Groom, religious Revivalist, Frontier Woman, and a quartet
of religious followers-enact the couple's courtship, wedding, and beginning of
married life in the mountains of Westem Pennsylvania.

As the piece opens, listen for the clarinet's warm, slowly-unfolding A major triad.
This chord serves as the foundation for the piece, and the clarinet's fearured role
in the introduction prefigures this instrument's importance for the duration of the
work. The ballet version, which you will hear Saturday and Sunday, features nine
scenes, connected through ceaseless music, and distinguishable only by character.
Although much of the appeal o{ Appalachian Spnng lies in its truly American
musical content, the clarinet plays the only direct quotation from the Shaker music
tradition, the hymn "Simple Gifts," in the seventh scene. The melody would mark
the celebration of the couple's wedding in the ballet. Unlike the popular orchestral

Appalachian Spring, L9 4 4
Aaron Copland ( 1900.1990)

suite version of Appal"achian Spnng, the piece does not end with this simple and
unadomed statement; in the full ballet version, a prayer-like texture follows the
popular tune before the full orchesffa enters to restate the hymn. At the close of the
piece, the orchestration thins to a sparse texture reminiscent of the piece's opening.
At this moment, imagine-as Copland did at a time when the intemational conflicr
of the Second World '!Var inspired profound patriotism across the country-a pious
couple at the heart of American folklore stoically facing their future as committed
young citizens.

- 
M*gan Conlon, Graduate Student in Musicology

November 2010 Highlights

I Sunday, 1U7: Richardson Chamber Players

I Tuesday, 1U9: Composers Ensemble at Princeton

I Thursday, LIIII: Colorado String Quartet

I Mond"y, Illfi: Violin Master Class, Pinchas Zukerman

0 Mond"y, IUl5: "Conversations in Japanese Thiko"

I Sunday, l UZI: Princeton University Chamber Choir

Far more informatian about these and other lVouemb er euents ane may subscribe to the

rnonthb Music at Princeton calendar by going to the dEartment's homepdge at
www.princeton. edu I music | .



About the Soloist

Sunghae Anna Lim, violin, has concertized extensively throughout the United States,
Europe and Asia. She is a founding member of the Laurel Trio, which won both the
ProPiano and Concert Artists Guild Comperition in New York. The Tiio has performed
to critical acclaim across the country and has served as ensemble-in residence at numerous
music festivals and organizations, including \YQXR and rhe Thnglewood Music Festival.
As violinist of New Millennium Ensemble, Ms. Lim won the Naumburg Chamber
Music Prize. She premiered the Second Violin Sonata of the late Pulitzer Prtze-winning
composer, Donald Martino, and continues to commission and record new works. Ms. Lim
has participated in music festivals such as Marlboro, Ravinia, Prussia Cove, the Portland
Chamber Music Festival and the Laurel Festival of the Arts. Ms. Lim has taught chamber
music at the Yale School of Music and currently teaches violin at Princeron lJniversity.
She has recorded for Koch Intemational, CRI, Bridge and Cenraur Records, Newport
Classics and Naxos. She received a B.A. from Harvard LJniversity in German History and
Literature and completed her "Diplom" at the Mozarteum in Salzburg.

About the Conductor

During the 2010 -7011 season, the Princeton University Orchestra celebrates 33 years of
leadership by its conductor Michael Pratt - leadership that has resulted in the ensemble's

gaining a reputation as one of the finest student orchesffas in the United States. Audiences
and critics on both sides of the Atlantic have remarked not only on the Orchestra's audacious

programming, but also on the unswerving excellence of its performances.

In Scotland, the critic of Glasgow's The Herald observed, ".. . there were hints from the
outset last night that showed the Americans were rather more than merely another good

student orchestra. It showed in the terrific attack, the alert rhythms and dynamics, and

the fi.ercely committed, driving performance they gave, with their conductor Michael Pratt,
of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony ... This orchestra is well-schooled, with a collective
intelligence and maturity of performance and interpretation ..."

Over the years, the Orchestra and Pratt have performed a remarkable variety of the
great orchestral literature, ranging from J. S. Bach 's Orchestral Suites, through classical

masterpieces such as Beethoven's Mnth Symphony andFidelio; the Romantic symphonies of
Schubert, Schumann, and Brahms; to late-Romantic masterworks such as \Tagner's Tristan

und Isolde, Strauss's Also sprach Zararhustra and Ein Hel.denleben and Mahler Symphonies

Nos. I,2,3,4, 5 and 9. Pratt has conducted numerous performances of ZOth-century works,

including Stravinsky's Rite o/ Spring, Oedipu.s Rex, Petrushka, and Symphonies of Wind
Insnumenfs; Berg'sVioLin Concerto, and Debussy's LaMer. He also has conducted several

premieres and performances of works by Princeton faculty and student composers, including
Peter 

'Westergaard's 
Ringzng Changes and Steven Mackey's BananalDumptruck.

One of the chief architects of Princeton's Certifi.cate Program in Musical Performance, Pratt
has served as its director for twenty years. He is also co-director of the Composers' Ensemble

at Princeton. Pratt was educated at the Eastman School of Music and Thnglewood, and his
teachers have included Gunther Schuller, Gustav Meier, Leonard Bernstein and Otto'Werner
Mueller. He also holds the posts of Music Director of the Delaware Valley Philharmonic and

Principal Conductor of American Repertory Ballet. He has also conducted the orchestras of
Boston, Atlanta, Buffalo, Detroit, Indianapolis, and Odessa, [Jkraine.



Orchestra Personnel
zarc.zaIL

Volin I

Alyse \Mheelock '11,
Concertmaster

Meghan Todt '1 1

Megan McPhee '1 1

Brianna Leary'l3
Anna \Tuttig '13

Booyeon Han '13
Daisy Joo '13
Brian Zhang'I3
Dean Wang'13
Lois Lee'13
Kendra Nealon'13
Lauren Song'14
Kai Shibuya '14
Erin Kim'14
Kate Dreyfuss'14

Violin II

Eddie Skolnick'12,
Principal

Austin Harris '13

Julianna Tiaicoff'12
\Tensheen Tong'12
Katherine Mount '14
Yun Suk Chung '13
Diana Shi '13

Laurent Cot6 '14
Theodore Brunda ge '14

Jamie Kowalski '14
Nicolas Apter-Vidler' 14
Wenley Tong '14
Patricia Yeh '14
Kevin Lin '14
Nitasha Gupta'14

Viola

Maddy McMahon '13,
Principal

Deberly Kaufman'14
Tien Chen '14

Julia Yan'13
Nick McAfee '13

John Cappel '11

Mrinalini Basu '14
Nikitas Tampakis '14
Margaret Wang '14
April Hu'14

'Cello

Han-wei Kanuer '1 1,

Principal
Francesca McNeeley'12
Jonathan Atkins '11
Andrew Day '13

Nathan Pell '12
Nathan Haley '14
Sean Chen '13

Greta Hayes '14
Sohee Khim'14
Diana Chin'14
Robert'lTaguespack'14

Bass

Jon Surany '11, Principal
David Lackey'13
Patrick'l7asserm an' IZ
Danielle Nahmias GSl
Gabriella Watts '14
A-y Ellington '14

Jack Hill

Flute/Piccolo

Jessica Anastasio '1 1,

Co-principal
Ruth Chang '12
Clare Herceg'11

Ji Yeon Son'12,
Co-principal

Lilia Xie '14

Oboe

Bo-\fon Keum'13,
Co-principal

Emily Kirkegard'12
Justin Knutson '11,

Co-principal
Katrina Maxcy'14
Andrew Mayfiled '13
Lija Tieibergs '11,

Co-principal

Clarinet/E.fl at Clarinet

James Chu '13
Matt Gof{'IT
Jeffrey Hodes'12,

Co-principal
Leo Kim '1 1,

Co-principal
Sheng Zhou'I4

Bas soon/Contrabas soon

Noah Brown '1.3,

Co-principal
Greg Rewoldt PPPL,

Co-principal
Mclean Shaw '13

Alexa Witowski'14

Horn

Ian Arnold '1 1,

Co-principal
Julia Bumke '13

Jeff Cherng'lZ
Kaki Elgin '13

Kim Freid '14

Max Jacobson '13,

Co-principal
Isaac Julien '12,

Co-principal
Gabriel Peterson'14

Trumpet/D Trumpet

Chloe Bordewich'I2
Nicolas Crowell '14
Ryan Dahn '1 1 ,

Co-principal
Kevin Halenda '12,

Co-principal

James Martino'13,
Co-principal

Trombone

Peyton Cline '13,
Co-principal

Adrian De Smul '14

Vyas Ramasubramani'13
Nizar Tejani '13,

Co-principal

Tuba

Alex Gerson'13

Timpani/Percussion

Tievor Bannard'14
Mike DiStefano '11

Karis Schneider'13

JJ \Tarshaw '14

Hu"p

Victoria Cody'13
Emily Erickson '14
Melody Lindsay '13

Piano

Jeff Li'13
Anna Tchetchetkine '12

Manager

Jose Mena '11

Librarian

Sean Murphy '1 1

2OLO-7O11 Princeton
LJniversity Orchestra
Committee

Co-Chairs
Wensheen Tong '12

Noah Brown '12

Treasurer
Alex Gerson '13

Publicity Chairs

Julia Bumke'13
Bo-\ilon Keum'13

Social Chairs
Mclean Shaw'13
Austin Harris '13

Alumni Chairs
Sean Chen '13

Liz Jensen GS

Tour Chairs
Francesca McNeeley'12
Lija Tieibergs '11

Meghan Todt '1 1

Member at Large
Maddy McMahon'13
David Lackey'13

Webmaster

Jose Mena '11



The Princeton lJniversitv Orchestra

The Princeton University Orchestra began with a group of professional musicians from the New
York Symphony and Philharmonic Societies who performed a series of concerts at Alexander Hall
in 1896, the first on February 13. The proceeds were "devoted to the funds for the establishmenr
of a School of Music for the study of Musical Composition, Theory and History ar Princeton
University." In the ensuing century the orchestra has come to be an almost exclusively student
organization; some 90-100 undergraduate and graduate musicians representing a broad spectrum of
academic departments come together for concerts in Richardson Auditorium in Alexander Hall.

Under the direction of Michael Pratt since 1977, the orchestra has in recenr years taken an
important place in the state's concert calendar. The Newark Star-Ledger had high praise for
the orchestra's "passionate performance" of Mahler's "Resurrection" Symphony and called the
performance of Mahler's Third Symphony one "that would make any orchestra proud."

The Princeton University Orchestra performs some ten-fifteen concerts a year on campus, in
addition to intemational tours. These concerts include both new music and works from the
standard repertory. Audience members and critics alike have commented that even the most
familiar works take on a new freshness in the enthusiastic, spirited and precise performances given
by the Princeton musicians.

The orchesffa also serves an important role in Princeton's Music Department by both reading
and performing new works by graduate composition studen$. In addition, the orchesrra has also
been invited to give command performances for special University events, such as the installation
of President Harold Shapiro, and the celebration of Princeton's 250th Anniversary. In April
2001, the Orchestra appeared in Lincoln Center for a special performance called "Beethoven and
Homer, The Heroic Moment", a program which combined the Fifth Symphony of Beethoven and
Professor Robert Fagles reading from his translation of ThelliodandTheOdysseJ". The Orchestra
has represented Princeton on tours both of the U.S. and Europe. Recent tours have seen visits to
London, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Madrid, Barcelona, Prague, Bratislava, Budapest and Vienna. In
January 2007 the Orchesffa's performance in Bratislava was taped for later broadcast on Slovak
television. Participation in the orchestra is voluntary and exffacufficular; students commit many
hours to rehearsal above and beyond the time required for academic course work. Graduates of
the orchesffa have gone on to be performers, music teachers, and arts administrators, but the
list of professions also includes lawyers, physicians, business executives, govemment officials,
economists, architects, research scientists, and joumalists. The Princeton University Orchestra
offers an important opportunity for student instrumentalists to pursue musical interests in a way
that significantly enhances their overall growth in a strong academic environment.

Next Princeton LJniversity Orchestra Concerts:

December 9 &.10' 2010

Ignat Solzhenitsyn and Michael Pratt, Conductors

Ignat Solzhenitsyn, Piano

Shostakovich: Piano Concerto No. 1

Shostakovich: Symphony No. B

++++++++++++++
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